The Tudors: History

Worksheet 5A

Name: _____________________________ Date: ____________________
Can you fill in the words to help the Tudor doctor decide what to give his patients?
I have a bad headache. What should I do?

You should press a hangman’s r _ _ _ to your head.

I have a bad toothache. What should I do?
You should burn a c _ _ _ _ _ and let the smoke go in
your mouth.

I have a tummy ache. What should I do?

You should eat m _ _ _ and s _ _ _ .

I have gout which is making my foot very sore.

You should cut a m _ _ _ _ in half and rub it on your foot.

I have a horrible cough. What should I do?

You should eat s _ _ _ _ _ _ in b _ _ _ _ _ .

butter

rope

sage

mouse

spiders

candle

mint
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Worksheet 5B

Name: _____________________________ Date: ____________________
How much do you know about Tudor medicine? Take the quiz to find out!
Question

x

Answer

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Now try again and see if you can beat your score!
Question

x

Answer

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Total:
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Worksheet 5C

Name: _____________________________ Date: ____________________
Can you use different sources of information to help you find out how
a Tudor doctor might have ‘cured’ each of the illnesses below?

Illness
Headache

Cough

Gout

Rheumatism

The plague

Smallpox

Toothache

Upset stomach

Cure
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Worksheet 5D

Name: _____________________________ Date: ____________________
Can you fill in all the things you might find in a Tudor doctor’s room?
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Worksheet 5E

Name: _____________________________ Date: ____________________
Doctors in Tudor times were VERY different to doctors today. How
many differences can you think of between what a Tudor doctor’s
room would have looked like in Tudor times and what a doctor’s room
today would look like?

Tudor Doctor

Modern Doctor
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Quiz Sheet

Question 1:

Question 2:

Question 3:

Which animal did Tudors
use to suck blood from
people when they were
ill?

Which disease was the
biggest killer during the
Tudor period?

Which of these jobs
would a Tudor barber
surgeon NOT have done?

a) spider
b) leech
c) worm

a) the plague
b) the sweating sickness
c) the common cold

a) barber
b) dentist
c) plumber

Answer: Leech

Answer: The plague

Answer: Plumber

Question 4:

Question 5:

Question 6:

What remedy would a
Tudor doctor
recommend for a
cough?

What remedy would a
Tudor doctor
recommend for head
lice?

What remedy would a
Tudor doctor
recommend for a
headache?

a) spiders in butter
b) worms in gravy
c) lice in ale

a) carrot juice in hair
b) nut oil in hair
c) tobacco juice in hair

a) holding a live rat
b) pressing hangman’s
rope to your head
c) kissing a donkey

Answer: Spiders in butter

Answer: Tobacco juice in hair

Answer: Pressing hangman’s
rope to your head

Question 7:

Question 8:

Question 9:

What remedy would a
Tudor doctor
recommend for gout?

Which of these herbs was
especially good for
soothing upset
stomachs?

What did Tudors use to
clean wounds and cuts?

a) liquorice
b) vinegar
c) milk

Answer: Vinegar

a) cutting a mouse in half
and rubbing on foot
a) rosemary
b) cutting a frog in half
b) tyhme
and rubbing on foot
c) mint
c) cutting your foot off
Answer: Mint

Answer: Cutting a mouse in
half and rubbing on foot

